
POSTS INCLUDED IN THE COMBINED SUBORDINATE SERVICES

EXAMINATION –II, 2010-2011 (NON-INTERVIEW POSTS)

SUPPLEMENTAL SELECTION

List of Register Numbers of candidates who have been provisionally admitted for

counselling in the ratio of 1:3 against the Not Joined vacancies, for appointment by direct

recruitment in the posts included in Combined Subordinate Services Examination-II,

2010-2011 (Non-Interview Posts), which has been scheduled to be held on 03.02.2017,
at the office of the Tamil Nadu Public Service Commission, Frazer Bridge Road,

Chennai-600003.

00108096     00109076     00124396     00129007     01010025     01011021
01015029     01015123     01017009 01030296     01030298     01715229
01716291     02503231     02608291     02609252     02705090     02813095

Apart from the Candidates who have already attended Certificate Verification, the

following candidates have been provisionally admitted to Certificate Verification. Hence,

his / her provisional admission to Certificates Verification/Counselling is subject to

verification and acceptance of his/ her claims in online application towards age,

educational qualification, community, etc. through original documents.

00124396     01010025     01011021 01015029     01017009 01030296
01716291     02503231     02608291 02609252     02813095

Notes:
1. Mere inclusion of the Register Numbers of candidates will not imply

that his/her candidature has been fully considered by the Commission.

2. The admission of the candidates for Certificate Verification / Counselling
to the POSTS INCLUDED IN COMBINED SUBORDINATE SERVICES
EXAMINATION-II, 2010-2011 (Non-Interview Posts) is based on the claims made by
the candidates in their online applications.  If any of the claims are found to be false or
incorrect the candidates will not be permitted to attend the Counselling.

3. The admission of the above candidates for Certificate Verification /
Counselling is purely provisional subject to the outcome of OAs/WPs
if any on the f i les of  the Hon’ble High court, Madras/Madurai Bench
of Madras High Court, relating to this recruitment.
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4. The candidates summoned to the Certificate Verification /
Counselling are not assured of selection.  They may be allotted to the
Units/Departments subject to availability of vacancies in their
respective reservation categories when they reach their turn as per
their ranking position and subject to their eligibility.

5. Candidate summoned for Certificate Verification / Counselling is here by
advised to appear with all the relevant documents in Original without fail.
He / She will not be permitted to attend the Certificate verification/
Counselling, if he/she fails to produce even any one of the essential
documents.

Dated : 23.01.2017 SECRETARY

CHENNAI- 600 003


